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IRENa – PuTTINg RENEWabLE ENERgIES oN ThE agENda

The world is facing unprecedented challenges: 

global warming; depletion of natural resources; 

increasing demand for energy; rising energy prices; 

unequal access and distribution of energy sources. 

To address these challenges, the energy system 

needs to undergo a transformation; from fossil 

fuels to renewable energy and energy efficient 

technologies.

The critical need for a powerful, international actor 

that provides support and assistance to transform 

the energy system has been heralded worldwide. 

Thus, in January 2009, IRENa – the International Re-

newable Energy agency – was established to close 

the institutional gap. Mandated by governments 

worldwide, IRENa aims at becoming the driving 

force in promoting a rapid transition towards the 

widespread and sustainable use of renewable ener-

gy. acting as a global voice for renewable energies, 

IRENa will provide practical advice and support  

for both industrialised and developing countries. 

Since its creation, IRENa has been recognised as 

a viable global organisation thanks to the strong 

support from around the world. at the Founding 

Conference in January, 75 countries signed IRENa’s 

Statute and since then seven countries have joined, 

thereby increasing the current number of Member 

States to 82, including 30 african, 27 European,  

17 asiatic and 8 Latin american countries. Thus,  

IRENa represents over 2.7 billion people today  – 

more than a third of the global population. This 

reflects the worldwide interest in transforming  

the energy system. 

The International Renewable Energy agency must 

fulfil high expectations, as more countries are ex- 

pected to join and support IRENa in its work with 

the challenges that lie ahead.

“ I am a strong supporter of the International Renewable Energy Agency. 
IRENA is a very important development for the mitigation of greenhouse 
gases and sustainable development.” 
Dr. Rajendra K Pachauri, Chairman, Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) ,  
and Director-General, The Energy and Resource Institute (TERI)
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WhaT CoMES NExT?

The Preparatory Commission of IRENa is currently 

working on a number of key questions. Top of the 

agenda are drawing up an initial work programme, 

selecting an interim headquarters for the agency 

and choosing an Interim director-general. In 

parallel, the administrative Committee, chaired by 

germany, is drawing up proposals for financial and 

staff regulations and the budget.

Significant progress on the initial work programme 

was made at the IRENa Retreat in Vienna and  

Styria, hosted by the austrian government. From 

14 to 17 april 2009, 113 delegates from 52 of 

IRENa’s Signatory States came together to discuss  

this vital issue. The consensus was that the initial 

work programme should focus on establishing 

IRENa’s internal capacity and infrastructure, at the 

same time as launching a number of initial activi-

ties. These activities should reflect IRENa’s future 

role – for example providing policy advice, sup-

porting technology and knowledge transfer and 

capacity-building.

The discussions at the Retreat were open and con-

structive. Participating organisations active in the 

field of renewable energies underlined their inter-

est in working with IRENa and outlined possible 

areas for such cooperation. a number of areas with 

potential synergies were identified, including data 

collection and analysis, renewable energy resource 

assessments, scenario development, capacity-

building as well as financing instrument designs.

The next major step toward the swift establish-

ment of IRENa is the second session of the Prepara-

tory Commission in Sharm El-Sheikh, Egypt, form 

29 to 30 June 2009. at this session, the delegates 

will decide on the agency’s initial work programme, 

its financial and staff regulations and budget.  

Furthermore, the following two critical issues on 

the agenda will be decided: the interim headquar-

ters and an Interim director-general. 

after the designation of the Interim director-gen-

eral, the agency will begin operating. The Interim 

director-general will start setting up the headquar-

ters, hire staff and raise the visibility of IRENa.
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“  The establishment of IRENA will support and facilitate much-needed 
cooperation among nations in the area of renewable energy.”
Mr. Cho Hyun, Ambassador for Energy and Resources of the Republic of Korea
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Map of IRENa’s Signatory States 

(as of 25 May 2009)



a REFLECTIoN oN ThE FouNdINg PRoCESS

The idea of establishing an international govern-

mental organisation for the promotion of renew-

able energies worldwide was discussed over a 

number of years in various international forums. 

Encouraged by growing support for this idea, the 

governments of germany, Spain and denmark 

organised three international meetings in 2008, 

paving the way for the foundation of IRENa. These 

meetings attracted great interest on the part of 

national governments, as well as international 

organisations and Ngos, working in the field of 

renewable energy. They expressed their support 

for the creation of an international organisation of 

this type. These three meetings helped shape the 

objectives, activities, structure and financing of the 

new agency.

Finally, on 26 January 2009, the official ceremony 

for the signing of the Statute of IRENa took place 

at the Founding Conference in bonn, germany. at-

tendance at the Founding Conference exceeded all 

expectations. In total, 125 delegations, six interna-

tional organisations, 30 Ngos and a large number 

of experts in renewable energy attended. during 

the conference, 75 states from developing and in-

dustrialised countries signed IRENa’s Statute. Many 

Ngos and international organisations expressed 

their support for IRENa and identified areas for 

future collaboration. 

given the magnitude and urgency of the tasks 

ahead, a Preparatory Commission was established 

the day after IRENa’s foundation. The Preparatory 
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“ [...] I am sure that the International Renewable Energy Agency will lead 
to a new horizon of cooperation and become one of the main driving 
forces in promoting a rapid transition towards the widespread and sus-
tainable use of renewable energy on a global scale.”  
 Mr. Hassan Younes, Minister for Electricity and Energy of Egypt
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Commission acts as the interim institutional body 

representing IRENa’s Signatory States, until 25 

states have ratified the Statute. With the aim to 

ensure an early presence, profile and influence of 

the agency, the Preparatory Commission drew up 

next steps for the establishment of IRENa.

The work of creating an international voice and 

political motor for renewable energy worldwide 

continues.


